New Generation Plastic Pallet
1200 x 1000 mm

Overview

The extensive use of the CHEP Plastic Pallet across a number of industry sectors provides for low
cost and seamless unit load movements within and between customer supply chains.
For hygiene sensitive applications, plastic pallets are sometimes preferred over timber because of
their non-porous surface, non-odour absorption, and because they are more easily cleaned.
Our hire pallet service also benefits customers because of our acceptance of responsibility for
maintaining pallet quality standards, and our commitment to ensuring pallet stocks adequately
meet customer needs.
Freed from concerns about these issues, customers can focus on their core business activities such
as product manufacturing, transport, distribution and warehousing services.

Features and Benefits

Specifications

Notes

True 4-way entry ensures compatibility with all standard
pallet jacks and forklifts
100% top and bottom deck coverage reduces product
damage
Free span racking in either direction
Anti-slip strips for optimum friction performance
Stretch wrap containment catches on corner blocks
Additional 6mm side safety perimeter rims
Increases operational efficiency
Suitable for most automated production and warehousing
facilities
Evenly distributes load to reduce product damage
Provides stability in block stacking
Safer racking stability
Chamfered edges for smoother fork entry
100% recyclable
Minimal crevices where residue could be trapped
Design allows for easier cleaning
100% plastic – no steel or fibre glass components
Non-porous, non-absorbent
Food environment friendly

Dimensions - in millimeters

Materials
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External

Length
1200

Width
1000

Height
160

Nominal Capacity and Weight
Maximum load weight
Tare Weight

1250 kgs
23 kgs

Temperature Range
Minimum / Maximum
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-25 °C / 35 °C

Food-grade virgin HDPE High Density Polythene
Handling
Only use chain conveyors if the chains are positioned directly
underneath the block supports.
Take care when moving plastic pallets as they can be more
slippery than timber pallets.
Load pallets uniformly and evenly, avoiding point loading in
particular.
When stacking, ensure the side perimeter lips on the top
nestle into the outside of the bottom boards of the pallet.
Pallets should be stacked on a level surface.
Empty pallets should always be strapped when transporting
on a truck as plastic pallets are lighter than timber pallets
and may move in transit.
Performance and Standards
A general purpose pallet that can be safely used for most
applications the CHEP Plastic Pallet is capable of carrying
1250kg in normal operating circumstances.

